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Self intro

• https://www.cs.unc.edu/~shiyue/

• 4th-year phd student at UNC Chapel Hill

• Research interests/directions:
• Language Generation

• Summarization

• (Low-resource) Machine Translation

https://www.cs.unc.edu/~shiyue/


Outline

• Recap

• A recent EMNLP2021 work



Recap -- Background

• Single-document summarization
• News summarization

• CNN/DM
• XSum

• Dialogue summarization
• SAMSum

• …

• Multi-document summarization
• Opinion/review summarization
• WikiSum
• …



Recap -- Background

• Extractive Summarization
• Extract sentences from source document(s) as a summary

• Abstractive Summarization
• Generate a summary

“Three separate skills are acquired in the following order: selection of important information, abstraction 
through vocabulary generalization and sentence fusion, and integration with background knowledge (van Dijk 
and Kintsch, 1977; Brown and Day, 1983).”



Recap -- Two questions

• How to evaluate model extracted/generated summaries?

• How to do summarization without human labeled summaries?



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Human evaluation
• Responsiveness

• Pyramid

• Automatic evaluation
• Basic idea: compare with human-labeled summaries (references)



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Human evaluation
• Responsiveness (reference-free)

• Also called Direct Assessment in machine translation literature
• Ask humans (experts) to rate the quality of a summary

• Usually in 5-point Likert scale
• Could be one score for overall responsiveness (used by DUC/TAC summarization tracks)

• Some works evaluate it for 4 dimensions (e.g., Fabbri, Alexander R., et al. 2020) :

• Coherence: a coherent body of information about a topic.
• Consistency: factual alignment between the summary and the source document(s).

• Fluency

• Relevance: selection of important content from the source.

• Disadvantage:
• Subjective (e.g., your 3 is my 4);
• expensive

Fabbri, Alexander R., et al. "Summeval: Re-evaluating summarization evaluation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2007.12626 (2020).



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Human evaluation
• Pyramid (needs references) (Nenkova and Passonneau , 2004)

• (1) exhaustively obtaining Semantic Content Units (SCUs) from reference summaries;
• SCU: A sentence containing a single fact written as briefly and clearly as possible.

• (2) weighting them based on the number of times they are mentioned;

• (3) scoring a system summary based on which SCUs can be inferred.

• LitePyramid (Shapira et al. (2019))

• Sample-based SCUs (without weighting)

• Ask crowdsource workers instead of experts to annotate SCUs and judge whether an SCU
is present in a system summary or not.

Nenkova, Ani, and Rebecca J. Passonneau. “Evaluating content selection in summarization: The pyramid method.” NAACL 2004.
Shapira, Ori, et al. “Crowdsourcing Lightweight Pyramids for Manual Summary Evaluation.” NAACL 2019.



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)
• ROUGE (Lin, 2004b) 

• lexical overlap between generated summary and reference
• Several variants

• ROUGE-1: 1-gram
• ROUGE-2: 2-gram
• ROUGE-L: longest common sequence
• …

• Disadvantage:
• Lexical overlap does not always mean semantic similarity

• *Nonetheless, ROUGE is surprisingly well corelated to human evaluation; most widely
used by current works.

Lin, Chin-Yew, and Eduard Hovy. "Manual and automatic evaluation of summaries." Proceedings of the ACL-02 Workshop on Automatic Summarization. 2002.



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)
• BERTScore (Zhang* et al., 2020) 

Zhang, Tianyi, et al. "BERTScore: Evaluating Text Generation with BERT." ICLR 2019.



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)

• MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) 

• Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015), measures semantic distance 
between texts by aligning semantically similar words and finding the amount of flow 
traveling between these words.

• Disadvantage:
• On token (or n-gram) level similarity; Not on semantic unit level.

C is the transportation cost;
F is the transportation flow.

Zhao, Wei, et al. “MoverScore: Text Generation Evaluating with Contextualized Embeddings and Earth Mover Distance.” EMNLP 2019.



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs references)
• Automatic Pyramid (Gao et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2016)

• Break both reference and system summaries down to units.

• Compare two lists of units

Yang, Qian, Rebecca Passonneau, and Gerard De Melo. “Peak: Pyramid evaluation via automated knowledge extraction.” AAAI 2016.
Gao, Yanjun, Chen Sun, and Rebecca J. Passonneau. "Automated pyramid summarization evaluation." CoNLL 2019.



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)
• QAEval (Deutsch et al. 2020)

• Use Question Generation & Answering to evaluate the quality of a summary

• Ask a relevant question; from the system summary and reference summary, the same
answer should be inferred.

Deutsch, Daniel, Tania Bedrax-Weiss, and Dan Roth. "Towards Question-Answering as an Automatic Metric for Evaluating the Content Quality of a Summary."
arXiv preprint arXiv:2010.00490 (2020).



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• Summary:
• Which metric is the best?

• Human evaluation

• Which automatic metric is the best?
• Hard to tell; depends on the task

• ROUGE is pretty good and most widely used

• Some meta-evaluation (=evaluate evaluation metrics) works (Fabbri et al. 2020;
Bhandari et al. 2020)

Fabbri, Alexander R., et al. "Summeval: Re-evaluating summarization evaluation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2007.12626 (2020).
Bhandari, Manik, et al. “Re-evaluating Evaluation in Text Summarization.” EMNLP 2020.



Recap -- Question I: Evaluation

• What I am doing…
• Semi-automatic? How to combine human & automatic evaluation?



Outline

• Recap

• A recent EMNLP2021 work



Paper



Motivation

• Human evaluation:
• Pro: reliable

• Con: expensive, slow, non-reproducible

• Automatic evaluation:
• Pro: reproducible, cheap, fast

• Con: sometimes poorly correlated with human judgment

• Can we find a trade-off between them?



Motivation

• Recall Pyramid
• Pyramid (needs references) (Nenkova and Passonneau , 2004)

• (1) exhaustively obtaining Semantic Content Units (SCUs) from reference summaries;
• SCU: A sentence containing a single fact written as briefly and clearly as possible.

• (2) weighting them based on the number of times they are mentioned;

• (3) scoring a system summary based on which SCUs can be inferred.

• LitePyramid (Shapira et al. (2019))

• Sample-based SCUs (without weighting)

• Ask crowdsource workers instead of experts to annotate SCUs and judge whether an SCU
is present in a system summary or not.

Nenkova, Ani, and Rebecca J. Passonneau. “Evaluating content selection in summarization: The pyramid method.” NAACL 2004.
Shapira, Ori, et al. “Crowdsourcing Lightweight Pyramids for Manual Summary Evaluation.” NAACL 2019.



Motivation

• Two observations:
• Summary Content Units (SCUs) only need to be labeled once for references

and thus can come with the data

• What really hinders Pyramid method from being reproducible and cheap is
the human judgment of SCU-presence in system summary

• Can we keep SCUs but replace human judgment of SCU-presence with
a neural model?



NLI

• Natural Language Inference (NLI)

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/snli/



NLI

• A lot of NLI datasets: SNLI, MNLI, ANLI, FEVER, etc.

• Good performance



Lite2Pyramid

• So, we use an NLI model to substitute human judgment of SCU-
presence in system summary. We call this method as Lite2Pyramid.

• We can directly use pretrained NLI (pretrained on NLI datasets; we
call it zero-shot) or finetune pretrained NLI with some in-domain gold
(system summary, SCU, SCU-presence label) examples.



Lite3Pyramid

• Can we further automate SCU extraction?
• Semantic Role Labeling (SRL)

• subject-verb-object triplet

• Semantic Triplet Unit (STU)



Lite3Pyramid

• We call this fully automatic metric as Lite3Pyramid

• Though SRL sounds complicated, it only needs to be run once for
references and then can be fixed.

• So, the main speed bottleneck is running the NLI model. When one
GPU is available, it takes 2.5 mins to evaluate 500 examples.



Lite2.xPyramid

• A set of connecting metrics between semi-automatic Lite2Pyramid
and fully-automatic Lite3Pyramid.

• Basic idea:
• SCU is accurate but expensive

• STU is erroneous sometimes

• So, can we automatically extract STUs for “easy” reference sentences while
defer ”hard” reference sentences to humans to label SCUs?



Lite2.xPyramid

• Define the “easiness” of sentences
• How accurately STUs can simulate SCUs?

• Train a XGBoost regressor to predict this easiness from sentence features
(length, syntactic tree depth, etc.)

• During inference, for each reference sentence,
• We extract features: length, syntactic tree depth, etc.

• Use the pretrained regressor to predict the easiness, and we extract STUs for the easiest
top 0.x (0.5=50%) sentences and ask humans to label SCUs for the rest sentences.





Results

• Evaluate
• Meta-evaluation = evaluate evaluation metrics

• Metrics: correlation with human judgment (gold pyramid scores)
• Pearson correlation 𝑟

• Spearman correlation 𝜌



Results



Results



• Please refer our paper for more details. Thanks!

• Q&A
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Outline

• Self intro

• A short background

• Two questions



Self intro

• https://www.cs.unc.edu/~shiyue/

• 3rd-year phd student at UNC Chapel Hill

• Research interests/directions:
• Language Generation

• Summarization

• Low-resource Machine Translation

https://www.cs.unc.edu/~shiyue/


Background

• Single-document summarization
• News summarization

• CNN/DM
• XSum

• Dialogue summarization
• SAMSum

• …

• Multi-document summarization
• Opinion/review summarization
• WikiSum
• …



Background

• Extractive Summarization
• Extract sentences from source document(s) as a summary

• Abstractive Summarization
• Generate a summary

“Three separate skills are acquired in the following order: selection of important information, abstraction 
through vocabulary generalization and sentence fusion, and integration with background knowledge (van Dijk 
and Kintsch, 1977; Brown and Day, 1983).”



Background

• Typical extractive method

Encoder
Source
document(s)

Summary
Sentence
Extractor

Summarizer

• LSTM-based encoder
• Transformer encoder
• Pretrained encoder (BERT, etc.)
• ….

Devlin, Jacob, et al. “BERT: Pre-training of Deep Bidirectional Transformers for Language Understanding.” NAACL 2019.

Supervised with
Human-annotated (or Oracle)
sentence labels



Background

• Typical abstractive method

Encoder
Source
document(s)

summaryDecoder

Summarizer

• LSTM-based Seq2seq models
• Transformer
• Pretrained Seq2seq models (T5, BART, etc.)
• ….

Raffel, Colin, et al. “Exploring the Limits of Transfer Learning with a Unified Text-to-Text Transformer.” JMLR 2020
Lewis, Mike, et al. “BART: Denoising Sequence-to-Sequence Pre-training for Natural Language Generation, Translation, and Comprehension.” ACL 2020.

Supervised with
Human-written summary



Seq2seq generation

• In case people are not familiar with this



Background

• Not-very-typical abstractive method

Language
model

Source
document(s)

summary

Summarizer

• GPT-1/2/3
• …

GPT-3 demo: https://github.com/elyase/awesome-gpt3
Brown, Tom B., et al. "Language models are few-shot learners." arXiv preprint arXiv:2005.14165 (2020).

Supervised with
Human-written summary

https://github.com/elyase/awesome-gpt3


Two questions

• How to evaluate model extracted/generated summaries?

• How to do summarization without human labeled summaries?



Two questions

• How to evaluate model extracted/generated summaries?

• How to do summarization without human labeled summaries?



Question I: Evaluation

• Human evaluation
• Responsiveness

• Pyramid

• Automatic evaluation
• Basic idea: compare with human-labeled summaries (references)



Question I: Evaluation

• Human evaluation
• Responsiveness (reference-free)

• Also called Direct Assessment in machine translation literature
• Ask humans (experts) to rate the quality of a summary

• Usually in 5-point Likert scale
• Could be one score for overall responsiveness (used by DUC/TAC summarization tracks)

• Some works evaluate it for 4 dimensions (e.g., Fabbri, Alexander R., et al. 2020) :

• Coherence: a coherent body of information about a topic.
• Consistency: factual alignment between the summary and the source document(s).

• Fluency

• Relevance: selection of important content from the source.

• Disadvantage:
• Subjective (e.g., your 3 is my 4);
• expensive

Fabbri, Alexander R., et al. "Summeval: Re-evaluating summarization evaluation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2007.12626 (2020).



Question I: Evaluation

• Human evaluation
• Pyramid (needs references) (Nenkova and Passonneau , 2004)

• (1) exhaustively obtaining Semantic Content Units (SCUs) from reference summaries;
• SCU: A sentence containing a single fact written as briefly and clearly as possible.

• (2) weighting them based on the number of times they are mentioned;

• (3) scoring a system summary based on which SCUs can be inferred.

• LitePyramid (Shapira et al. (2019))

• Sample-based SCUs (without weighting)

• Ask crowdsource workers instead of experts to annotate SCUs and judge whether an SCU
is present in a system summary or not.

Nenkova, Ani, and Rebecca J. Passonneau. “Evaluating content selection in summarization: The pyramid method.” NAACL 2004.
Shapira, Ori, et al. “Crowdsourcing Lightweight Pyramids for Manual Summary Evaluation.” NAACL 2019.



Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)
• ROUGE (Lin, 2004b) 

• lexical overlap between generated summary and reference
• Several variants

• ROUGE-1: 1-gram
• ROUGE-2: 2-gram
• ROUGE-L: longest common sequence
• …

• Disadvantage:
• Lexical overlap does not always mean semantic similarity

• *Nonetheless, ROUGE is surprisingly well corelated to human evaluation; most widely
used by current works.

Lin, Chin-Yew, and Eduard Hovy. "Manual and automatic evaluation of summaries." Proceedings of the ACL-02 Workshop on Automatic Summarization. 2002.



Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)
• BERTScore (Zhang* et al., 2020) 

Zhang, Tianyi, et al. "BERTScore: Evaluating Text Generation with BERT." ICLR 2019.



Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)

• MoverScore (Zhao et al., 2019) 

• Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) (Kusner et al., 2015), measures semantic distance 
between texts by aligning semantically similar words and finding the amount of flow 
traveling between these words.

• Disadvantage:
• On token (or n-gram) level similarity; Not on semantic unit level.

C is the transportation cost;
F is the transportation flow.

Zhao, Wei, et al. “MoverScore: Text Generation Evaluating with Contextualized Embeddings and Earth Mover Distance.” EMNLP 2019.



Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs references)
• Automatic Pyramid (Gao et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2016)

Yang, Qian, Rebecca Passonneau, and Gerard De Melo. “Peak: Pyramid evaluation via automated knowledge extraction.” AAAI 2016.
Gao, Yanjun, Chen Sun, and Rebecca J. Passonneau. "Automated pyramid summarization evaluation." CoNLL 2019.

Emergent Discovery of Units of Attraction (EDUA)



Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (needs reference)
• QAEval (Deutsch et al. 2020)

• Use Question Generation & Answering to evaluate the quality of a summary

• Basic idea:
• Ask a relevant question; from the system summary and reference summary, the same answer

should be inferred.

• (1) Select a set of answers (name entities, noun phrases etc) from the reference
summary;

• (2) Generate question for each of them;

• (3) Use a QA model to answer these questions based on the system summary

• (4) Compute how many questions are correctly answered.

Deutsch, Daniel, Tania Bedrax-Weiss, and Dan Roth. "Towards Question-Answering as an Automatic Metric for Evaluating the Content Quality of a Summary."
arXiv preprint arXiv:2010.00490 (2020).



Question I: Evaluation

• Automatic evaluation (reference-free)
• Quality estimation (Vasilyev et al. 2020; Gao et al. 2020)

• similarity between source document and summary

• Faithfulness/factuality evaluation
• QA (Wang et al. 2020; Durmus et al. 2020)

Gao, Yang, Wei Zhao, and Steffen Eger. “SUPERT: Towards New Frontiers in Unsupervised Evaluation Metrics for Multi-Document Summarization.” ACL 2020.
Vasilyev, Oleg, Vedant Dharnidharka, and John Bohannon. "Fill in the BLANC: Human-free quality estimation of document summaries."
Proceedings of the First Workshop on Evaluation and Comparison of NLP Systems. 2020.
Wang, Alex, Kyunghyun Cho, and Mike Lewis. “Asking and Answering Questions to Evaluate the Factual Consistency of Summaries.” ACL 2020.
Durmus, Esin, He He, and Mona Diab. “FEQA: A Question Answering Evaluation Framework for Faithfulness Assessment in Abstractive Summarization.” ACL 2020.



Question I: Evaluation

• Summary:
• Which metric is the best?

• Human evaluation

• Which automatic metric is the best?
• Hard to tell

• ROUGE is pretty good and most widely used

• QAEval is new but works well

• Some meta-evaluation works (Fabbri et al. 2020; Bhandari et al. 2020)

Fabbri, Alexander R., et al. "Summeval: Re-evaluating summarization evaluation." arXiv preprint arXiv:2007.12626 (2020).
Bhandari, Manik, et al. “Re-evaluating Evaluation in Text Summarization.” EMNLP 2020.



Question I: Evaluation

• What I am doing…
• Semi-automatic? How to combine human & automatic evaluation?



Two questions

• How to evaluate model extracted/generated summaries?

• How to do summarization without human labeled summaries?



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• A Theoretical Model

• Single-document
• PMI

• Sentence Centrality

• Multi-document
• MeanSum



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• A Theoretical Model (Peyrard et al. 2019)

• Assume that X can be represented by a probability distribution PX over the 
semantic units Ω.

• Relevance:

• Redundancy:

• *Informativeness:

Peyrard, Maxime. "A Simple Theoretical Model of Importance for Summarization." Proceedings of the 57th Annual Meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics. 2019.



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• Single-document
• Pointwise mutual information (PMI) (Padmakumar & He, 2021)

• Extractive Summarization

• Relevance:

• Redundancy:

Padmakumar, Vishakh, and He He. "Unsupervised Extractive Summarization using Pointwise Mutual Information." arXiv preprint arXiv:2102.06272 (2021).



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• Single-document
• Sentence Centrality (Zheng et al. 2019)

• Extractive Summarization

• PageRank -> TextRank -> Sentence Centrality=TextRank+BERT

Zheng, Hao, and Mirella Lapata. “Sentence Centrality Revisited for Unsupervised Summarization.” ACL 2019.



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• Multi-document
• MeanSum (chu et al. 2019)

• Abstractive Summarization

Chu, Eric, and Peter Liu. "MeanSum: a neural model for unsupervised multi-document abstractive summarization." ICML 2019.



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• Summary:
• Basically, different criteria of what is important to select are defined

• TF-IDF

• Similarity

• Centrality

• Coverage

• PMI

• …

• Then, optimize these criteria.



Question II: Unsupervised Summarization

• What I am doing…
• How to take unsupervised summarization as a second pretraining task?

Language model
pretraining

Unsupervised
summarization

Better zero-shot summarization

Better supervised performance
after finetuning with labeled data

Task-oriented
pretraining



• Thanks!

• Q&A


